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The challenge is real: how do I share my
photographs without boring my friends too
much. In a previous post, I outlined what I do
to manage the huge number of pics one can
shoot on any trip. If you missed it, read this
part rst.
Once I’ve culled out the ones that aren’t
duplicates or blurry or boring or you get the
picture, it’s time to choose the ones I
REALLY like. That’s so easy to say and so
hard to do. So how do I decide?
I begin by sorting all the photos that survived
the delete delete game into a folder for each
day. I also create some non-day speci c
folders such as one for “traveling” which
includes things like meals on plane trips and
images out of a plane window. If I’m
cruising, I create a folder of things that
occurred on the ship since dating of these is
not so important. For the Antarctica trip, I
created a folder of penguins although those
same penguin shots will be duplicated in the
day to day folder. I’ve been known to create
individual folders for bridges, owers,
manhole covers, or shells since I may want
to create a visual collage of these. The
folders help reduce that overwhelming feel
that comes when one contemplates making
decisions about the “keepers” from your trip.

A moment of sunlight during a dreary Antarctic day. My rst
response was awe.

Once my images are sorted, I have to gure
out what I want to do with my photos. Some
I just want to show to folks to let them
experience some of what we saw. These
may be displayed on a tablet or computer or
turned into a DVD. This selection can include
iconic sites as well as merely interesting
sights. Some I may want to put into photo
books. Many of the “show and tell” ones
This happy penguin easily made "the cut." How can one resist
may appear in that book, but I always have
that smiley face?
more in that rst category than I can include
in something like a Shutter y album. Some I
just want to post on social media. While there’s no inherent limit to how many I can post on
Facebook, even the most dedicated admirer of my work will lose interest after the rst 50. And
nally a very few I’ll want to print to hang on my wall.
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I nd it’s sometimes helpful for me to set a limit: 5 images per day for the “show and tell” so
about 100 total pics for a 20 day trip (although I’ve been known to fudge on penguins), 3
images per day for a photo book, 2 images per day for social media spread out over a number
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Meeting the Challenge: How Not To Bore My Friends Too Much

So what do I use to measure the keepers from
the losers? You can read many great articles on
what makes a great image or a good
composition. It could be the use of rule of
thirds, vibrant color, balance, novelty, sharpness
of image, or just because. I usually look at an
image and go with my gut response. Is my
immediate response “wow”? That’s generally a
good place to start. If I don’t have a visceral
reaction to an image, then I doubt anyone else
will. Sometimes that gut response is “ugh” but
at least it’s a powerful one. I’ve learned to trust
myself. I nd that even days later, if I have
forgotten that I’ve already surveyed a folder,
that my “oh my” response occurs at the very
same images I marked the rst time. I tend to
gauge my evaluation on three levels: wow, nice,
pretty good. When I’m nished, I look over the
ones that got a 1-3. I ignore all the others. From
those “response” images, I can then make the
nal cut if necessary. Sometimes there are only
ve and I don’t have to dig any deeper. If so, I
ignore them until a bit of time has passed
before I revisit them with a fresher eye.

The penguin in a hole will go in my "show and tell" group
because it's so unexpected.

Occasionally, I’ll have an image I want to make
as a wall print, but I don’t include this in any of
the other categories, but that’s very rare.
Generally, I nd that I merely cull down from the
top level of 5 to 3 to 2 to 1.
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What do I do with those I like but don’t want to
include in any formal presentation? I’d love to
say I just delete these, but I don’t. Once I’ve
culled and culled, there are still many
(particularly those with people in them) that I
want to keep. Fortunately, disk space is cheap.
While this image is not "pretty" it does evoke a visceral
response from me. It's a keeper for sure.
I leave them in the folders I’ve created and
store them away in my vacation collection. My
children will just have to deal with them. But at
least the very best will have a chance to shine.
By the way, Adobe Lightroom is my best friend when it comes to this culling process. Do you
use it? Next time, I’ll talk about how I use its tools to help me with the selection process.
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of days, and 1-2 wall hanging prints. My selfimposed limits may not be yours, but this will
give you an idea of how I proceed. The point is
to give myself some parameter to work within.
That means that from a group of 84 photos in a
single folder, I know that only a few will make
the cut. It lets me be more brutal and often if
feels just like that because I love so many of the
pictures I take.
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